STOTHERM MASONRY INSULATION SYSTEM
BELOW GROUND INSULATION

NOTE:
1. BRUSH COAT CONCRETE WITH STO FLEXYL TO CONCRETE FOUNDATION 150mm MIN. ABOVE G.L
2. INSTALL POLYSTYRENE PLINTH BOARD ENSURING THE EPS SHEET IN GROUND IS FLEXYL COATED TO ALL SIDES. IF XPS PLINTH BOARD USED, SURFACES TO BE RASPED PRIOR TO APPLICATION OF STOFLEXYL.
NOTE:
FOR CONCRETE BLOCK FOUNDATIONS STOFLEXYL MESH BLOCKS
3. APPLY STO FLEXYL BRUSH COAT OVER STOLEVELL NOVO BASE COAT FROM 150mm ABOVE GROUND TO 100mm PAST TERMINATION POINT

FLOOR LEVELS
1. 100mm TO PAVED GROUND LEVEL
2. 150mm TO UNPAVED GROUND LEVEL

The information contained on this page is based on our experience and research at the date of issue. The detail is for use by Registered Architects, Licensed Designers or Chartered Engineers to assist in developing project details using Sto Systems. Stoaniz Ltd reserve the right to alter or update information at any time without prior notice and it is the responsibility of the designer, project manager or Sto contractor to insure they have and use the current Sto details and specifications on site.